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Abstract
Extended CIML workshop abstract on collaborative research process and platform.
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Extended abstract

Data science-rich approaches have demonstrated the possibility to foster significant breakthroughs in
a variety of scientific domains [1,2,3]. Most of those results have been produced as a collaboration
project between domain experts and data scientists. Although some domain-specific researches can
learn data science tools and techniques to quite advanced level, it is not foreseen it will happen widely,
so the gap between bleeding edge data science tools and data science expertise in specific domains
will remain to exist. So there is a demand for the guidelines/process or even platform that would help
collaboration between experts in different fields going.
We propose a novel ’co-research’ process and ’coopetition’ platform to support it for collaborative
experience on real scientific challenges, which poses a design challenge in itself. The process unites
different roles: problem owners, participants, mediators in a similar way to the agile process for
software engineering [8].
The real research challenges also require flexibility from the platform to adapt to variability in metrics
and data analysis protocols.
From the perspective of data scientist that collaborate on the specific challenge, it should guide their
education/skill growth. We design the platform to accommodate for different technical skills of the
participants. The mainstream of participants comes from educational tracks, so the collaborative
challenges have to be embedded into training curricula. All submissions are made via a version
control system, so it is possible to decompose each solution into thematic building blocks like data
imputation, rescaling, binary classification, CNN’s etc. Quality of the solution concerning the given
figures of merit can suggest which training material would be profitable to study for the participants
to improve his solution.
Mentors are a special kind of role in the system, that can are akin to scrum masters in software agile
design process. They chair regular meetings and help to resolve problems for stuck participants.
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Thanks to the focus on process the quantitative estimation for each solution becomes a background
process without much attention and attachment.
The participants accept the consent that data they submit can be used for analysis and mining by
the algorithms and other members. So this initiative may gain the potential to collect codebase for
study problem of automatic code generation to solve similar problems in the future given data and
the definition of the problem.
Technically the ’coopetition’ platform is built on top of the GitHub and codelab [4], comet.ml [5],
Trello [6], discourse [7] taking the best of those platforms that help to democratise data science for
the breadth of scientific domains. The platform is still at its infancy [9]; nevertheless, we’ll give
examples of challenges we’ve organised so far using the platform and possibilities of the further
extension.
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